New Trends in Interrelation of Infectious Colorectal Cancer with Intestinal Microbiota
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Abstract

The Colon has a complicated microbial community, which is indispensable for retaining homeostasis and regulation of metabolic functions, assisting the intestinal barrier, and controlling immune responses. Preceding research has supported a connection between colorectal cancers (CRC) and intestinal microbiota. In light of these findings, the existing assessment analyzed the several interactions that appear between microbiota and CRC, beginning from the position of intestinal microbiota in colonic homeostasis. In addition, fundamental metabolic elements such as bile acids and short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) are covered in CRC pathogenesis. Different pathogenic pathways have been announced amongst distinct CRC areas (proximal or distal). Differences in the microbial populations are advised among the CRC from these colonic areas, perchance reflecting the bacterial dysbiosis and biofilm distribution. Regarding the therapeutic approach in CRC, the intestinal microbiota is similarly concerned with the modulation of the host response to chemotherapeutic drugs (5-fluorouracil and irinotecan) through the involvement with drug efficacy and by related toxicity and adverse effects. Moreover, the latest study on CRC immunotherapy exhibits an essential interaction between the immune system and intestinal microbiota, which incorporates the opportunity of focusing on microbiota for the improvement of anticancer treatment. Additional research will further make clear the interplay between CRC and microbiota, ensuing in the expansion of possible therapeutic techniques via manipulating microbiota composition.
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Introduction

The intestinal microbiota creates a bodily barrier for invading pathogen by using aggressive exclusion. Pathogens and immune cells can interact directly and dynamically with symbiotic bacteria, determining the pathophysiology and outcome of an infection. They can defend the host through a variety of processes, including attachment site occupancy, nutrition intake, metabolite competition, and the synthesis of antimicrobial compounds including bacteriocins that influence pathogen survival (a process referred to as colonization resistance). The intestinal microbiota is capable to modulate potential pathogen survival and virulence by inducing intestinal epithelial cells to produce and excrete peptides with antimicrobial properties and other molecules, or by stimulating enteric dendritic cells and recruiting other innate immune cells both systemically and locally to advance anti-pathogen responses of effector T and B cells. Nevertheless, this immune system stimulation requires particular rules as it can cause autoimmune illnesses and inflammation under certain circumstances of uncontrolled induction [1-4]. Likewise, the microbiota's capability for efficient infection suppression is linked to its unique ability to enhance both innate and adaptive immune responses [5]. The complicated and dynamic processes of intestinal microbes involve a huge number of possible ligands and metabolites in a dynamic equilibrium. Members of the intestinal microbiota and their metabolites are increasingly being recognized as having...
a function in immunological development and immune response [6,7]. Constant crosstalk between B lymphocytes, lamina propria, intestinal epithelial cells, and the microbiota is of indispensable significance for maintaining intestinal homeostasis [8]. The connections between host cells and microbiota and the host-pathogen interplays include the interaction between receptors and the number of immune cells, which affect immune homeostasis and inflammation. Microbiota performs an essential position in the functioning, instruction, and induction of the host’s immune system and balances both systemic and local immune responses. The host-microbiota coevolution has allowed the immune system to conserve the symbiotic relationships of the host with the exceedingly dynamic and complicated group of microbes. If it is balanced, this immuno-microbial relationship permits each induction of protecting responses to pathogens and simultaneously the tolerance to innocuous antigens by means of different regulatory pathways. Therefore, a state of homeostatic equilibrium is sustained [9]. Both inflammatory and regulatory responses are continually integrated when homeostasis is well-maintained, resulting in the formation of a localized inflammation consistent with tissue immunity.

Assessing the Role of Microbiota in Colon Cancer

Symbiotic bacteria have an important function in the maturation of the immune system which in turn contributes to their restraint. Various research carried out with germ-free (GF) animals, disclose the capability of microbiota to chisel secondary and lymphoid shape development. Members of the microbiota, in addition to regulating the immune system, can help maintain and restore the integrity of the intestinal barrier through a variety of mechanisms, including inducing epithelial cell maturation, angiogenesis, and tight junction reinforcements [11]. A foremost method of the host to hold the homeostatic relationship with the microbiota in the colon is to reduce contact between microorganisms and the surface of epithelial cells, thereby minimizing microbial translocation and tissue inflammation. This method is executed by way of the combined action of immunological and structural elements such as epithelial cells, mucus layer, immune cells, IgA, and antimicrobial peptides (inclusively known as the “mucosal firewall”) [12]. One of the primary modes of cross-talking among the host and the microbiota is mediated by means of the recognition of evolutionary conserved microbial associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) Innate pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) such as NOD-like receptors (NLRs) and Toll-like receptors (TLRs). These receptors apprehend damage- and pathogen-associated molecular patterns and spark off effector responses that promote each tolerance and activation of immune responses [13]. Toll-like receptors indicate on the surface and in the cytosol of phagocytic cells like neutrophils, dendritic cells (DCs), macrophages, and also in epithelial cells of the intestine [14]. Certain microbe-associate molecular patterns (MAMPs) that trigger the PRRs include different microbial factors such as flagella, lipopolysaccharide, LPS, fungal cell wall β-glucans, proviruses, and foreign nucleic acids [15-19]. TLR signaling initiates immune defense mechanisms, which decorate barrier characteristics by zonula occludens and strengthening tight junctions. This eventually results in the obstruction of paracellular microbial invasion [20]. Cytidine-phosphate-guanosine (CpG) patterns of damaged human DNA or apoptotic particles (damage-associated molecular pattern - DAMP) may also trigger TLR9, an intracellular DNA sensor, and set off a self-destructive, chronic B-cell immune response. Chronic triggering of TLR9 May also accelerate the growth and spread of tumors in the GI tract [21-25]. Signaling through PRRs permits host immune sensing and reactivity regarding various stimuli. PRRs decode indicators from the microbiota and assist to structure the homeostatic host-microbiota interface. The improvement of deleterious outcomes to the host takes place when the immune response does not manage the microbiota modifications of commensal and symbiotic microbial communities [26-29]. The identifications of microbial MAMPs by PRRs result in triggering intracellular signaling cascades that in turn lead to activation of the NF-κB pathway, initiation of the immune response, and production of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines [30]. Specifically, awareness of MAMPs through TLRs with subsequent activation of NF-κB and increase and recommends tumor cell proliferation and survival [31]. Negative rules of TLR with the aid of IL-1 (Interleukin-1), TOLLIP (Toll-interacting protein), IRAK-M (receptor-associated kinase-M), SIGIRR (single immunoglobulin interleukin-1 receptor-related molecule) stops an immoderate inflammatory response, which maintains intestinal homeostasis [32]. All of these activities have the potential to change the intestinal microbiota which can respond to TLR signaling increasing inflammation. Responses to microbial ligands like LPS, in the outer membrane of gram-negative bacterial walls the endotoxin observed, situation intestinal epithelial cells become hypo-responsive to subsequent TLR stimulation. Thus, the microbiota which is healthy causes a physiologic low-quality inflammatory reaction in the host mucosa managed by the innate immune system. Change in intestinal microbiota may additionally encourage inflammation through improved MAMP presentation to intestinal immune cells [33]. A fine regulation of PRR signaling in the intestine is significant in the balance between disease and health [34].

New Trends in Correlating Microbiota with Colon Cancer

Microbiota variations among distal colon and proximal in health and CR even though intestinal microbiota sincerely performs an imperative function in disease and human homeostasis, this ecosystem has imperfectly described and its variousness stays inefficiently decisive, both on its whole and its feasible variations between colonic regions. Eckburg et al. [35] used a comparative study of 165 rDNA sequences
in colonic mucosal tissue samples from healthy persons to look at the various variations of bacterial populations across people as well as a range of regions in the intestinal mucosa in order to define the aforementioned parameters. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that the majority of the inferred organisms belonged to the Firmicutes (the majority of Firmicutes sequences were from the Clostridia class) and Bacteroidetes phyla, with only a few sequences belonging to the Proteobacteria, Verrucomicrobia phyla, Actinobacteria, and Fusobacteria. These findings had been consistent with earlier research [36]. Using diversity coefficients and statistical analysis methods it was found that mucosal samples from various persons (inter-subject) had a greater range profile than those from distinct large intestine regions in each individual. However, when the right colon was excluded from this comparison, the inter-subject and intra-subject range profiles were not remarkably different [37]. Some research proposes that variety indices are extensively greater in the proximal colon than in the distal colon, showing that more species of intestinal microorganisms at the greater range are detected in the proximal colon [84], while some point out that for 97% of healthy samples, the microbiota of proximal colon and distal was not remarkably different in specific individuals [38]. The latest study finds out that microbiota variations between the distal colon and proximal in healthy individuals might also be due to the variations in oxygen distribution through colonic mucosa. The proximal colon typically hosts aerobic bacteria in its mucosae such as Facultative anaerobes and Pseudomonas like Actinomyces and Enterobacteriaceae because of their excessive oxygen concentrations. Adversely, the distal colon primarily harbors anaerobic species like Porphyromonas, Anaerococcus, Peptoniphilus, Finegoldia [39].

Effects of CRC Chemotherapy in Intestinal Microbiota

Chemotherapeutic drugs, such as irinotecan, 5-fluorouracil, and oxaliplatin are used to be as part of routine and standard CRC treatment. 5-fluorouracil with leucovorin in combination with oxaliplatin or irinotecan is used to treat advanced-stage CRC. As a result, it has been thought suitable to focus primarily on the effects of these chemotherapeutic drugs on the microbiota of the colon. Several researches have analyzed how these substances alter the microbiota and colon homeostasis. [40]. Irinotecan has been intensively explored in comparison to other drugs due to the key function of intestinal microbiota in its metabolic route. Irinotecan is a topoisomerase-I inhibitor that is used to treat a variety of solid cancers, including CRC. In vivo irinotecan converts to poisonous and active metabolite SN-38. SN-38 is in addition metabolized via glucurononidation, which converts SN-38 to the non-toxic metabolite SN-38 glucuronide (SN-38G) [41,42]. This molecule is discharged into the gastrointestinal system (through bile secretion), where it is subjected to bacterial enzyme processing. Intestinal microorganisms generate the enzyme β-glucuronidase, which can break the glucuronide molecule from irinotecan’s less toxic metabolite, reactivating and making it toxic. This phenomenon was analyzed mainly in the cecum by E. coli (a bacterium that produces β-glucuronidase) [43].

Conclusion

To summarize, colonic microbiota performs an important role in cancer pathogenesis, but cancer also modifies colonic microbiota, which indicates a bidirectional relationship between them. All of the research mentioned above indicate a different mechanism by which the intestinal microbiota maintains colonic homeostasis and contributes to colorectal pathogenesis. They also show an important link between CRC therapy and microbiota changes, as well as disclose the dual function of microbiota by either improving or lowering the efficacy of CRC treatment. However, the data currently available is insufficient, and continuously new hypotheses are continuously being created. As a result, further research in humans and animal models is needed to decode and understand the mechanisms behind the connection between microbiota and CRC, in order to permit us to manipulate microbiota in favor of prevention and treatment of CRC.
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